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Whether it’s for two weeks or two semesters. 
Obviously your school wants you to have a great 
experience and be safe during your international 
program of study. What your study abroad 
program may not tell you, though, is that there 
will be stressful periods and that you will be more 
vulnerable overseas than at your home university. 
According to a study done by Middlebury College, 
study abroad students are four times as likely to 
be assaulted than their counterparts back in the 
states.  One of the contributing factors is the 
lack of a social network. This might be hard to 
believe with today’s technology, but being away 
from your usual circle of friends often makes you 
more likely to go along with something that you 
may not have otherwise agreed with - in a bad 
way. Living abroad is not the same as traveling - 
there are many factors to take into consideration 
before you go. Below are eight things that will 
make your next study abroad safer, better, and 
more enjoyable.

Student 
Travel Guide

Some of the best experiences that 
will shape the rest of your life will 
be had while studying abroad. 
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1. Know the situation 
on the ground:  

• Elections: A highly contested election 
can mean instability, demonstrations, 
and possibly riots. Know if you will be 
abroad during an election year and have 
an understanding of the political climate 
before you go. 

• Holidays: While this can mean a day off 
from class, it can also mean that public 
transportation will be closed and/or there 
may be demonstrations. 

• 

 

Government warnings and advisories:

– Travel.State.gov  issue  travel  warnings
and provides insight into local safety 
issues - check the “Security” section for 
your country for great information on 
local hazards, scams, and areas to avoid. 

 – British  FCO  is  also  an  excellent 
resource.

 – Twitter accounts of a local reporter or 
x-pat living in the country. It’s good to 
know what’s actually happening on the 
ground. 

• Be prepared: Have a guidebook and 
research which areas to avoid. If it 
doesn’t come with a map, buy one before 
you go. In some countries, it’s hard to find 
maps once you’re there, or they won’t be 
complete due to international boundary 
disputes (e.g., Morocco).

Be prepared: Have 

a guidebook and 

research which areas 

to avoid. If it doesn’t 

come with a map, buy 

one before you go. 
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• Get other advice: Learn from other travelers 
and message travel forums to get the 
opinions of recent travelers. Below are 
some favorites: 

 – Travoscape.com

 – TripAdvisor.com

 – Reddit Travel Subreddit

 – Lonely Planet Thorntree

 – Travel-Safer.com: I will always make
myself available to assist with any 
upcoming trips and am happy to do 
a country profile before you travel.

2. Culture is key to 
blending in:

Understanding the culture before you arrive is 
key to acclimating quickly and easily. The local 
culture may not be what you’re used to: ender 
relations, interactions between individuals of 
different ethnicities or races, value systems, 
and social practices may be drastically 
different than what you experience at home. 
Try to see it as an opportunity to explore cross-
cultural differences. However, from a safety 
standpoint, it’s good to know what’s considered 
acceptable and how to react/interact in the 
most appropriate way. Language and cultural 
barriers can also be issues: Language cues and 
intonation that would’ve been clear in English 
can be missed, and a look or gesture that went 
unnoticed could have significant meaning in 
your host country.

Study abroad is an 

opportunity to explore 

cross-cultural differences
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Could you name the president/prime 
minister? What about some famous people 
from your host country? Learning the 
basics about your destination is perfect 
to not only keeping the conversation 
going, but it shows a level of interest 
that will almost always resonate well 
with locals. Some good details to know: 

 – Geography: Regions, mountain, river, 
lakes, and bordering countries

 – Capital and other cities

 – Languages spoken

 – Social laws

 – People: President or Prime Minister 
and famous locals

 – Recent news

 – Movies

 – National flag or other national 
symbols

Learn some lingo, even if it’s just the basics 
will help you get around and can help you 
out in a pinch. Some of my favorites:

 – “Please” and “Thank you” 
 - these are a must!

 – “No worries” - I love this one, it’s a bit 
out of the ordinary and usually gets a 
smile.

 – “Hello” and “Goodbye” / “See you 
later”

 – “Nice to meet you”

 – “Where is/are”

 – “Help” / “Fire”

Learning the basics 

about your destination 

is perfect to not 

only keeping the 

conversation going, 

but it shows a level 

of interest that will 

almost always resonate 

well with locals.
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3. Things to ask your 
University before 
you leave

• Do you provide adequate support options
and emergency contact phone numbers in 
the host city/country? If not, why not?

• What  and  where  are  the  local  service
providers?

• Is there a university-appointed contact that
will  assist  me  in  an  emergency  or  escort 
me to receive treatment if necessary?

• What  can  I  expect  when  you  show  up  to
the doctor or the hospital?

• What  documents  will  I  need  to  provide
when I show up?

• What are the insurance requirements and
policies of the host country when it comes 
to international students?

• Which  hotel  do  you  recommend?  If  I’m
staying  with  a  local  family  -  what’s  the 
vetting process?

• Where are demonstrations typically held?

• Are we (the students) required to attend a
pre-trip  safety  briefing?  Why  not?  (Let’s 
face  it  -  nobody  reads  the  handbooks 
before they go.)

What are the insurance 

requirements and policies 

of the host country when 

it comes to international 

students? 
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4. Cell Phones

I use an unlocked phone with a local SIM 
card when I’m in-country for more than a 
couple of days. It makes calling locally easier, 
and you don’t have to worry about overages. 
Verify with your home cell phone carrier 
that the phone is unlocked before you travel. 
Most carriers will unlock it in the event of 
overseas travel.
 
• Enter phone numbers into your phone as 

you would be using them in-country, i.e., 
do not put international prefixes, etc. In an 
emergency, an error message is not what 
you want to hear. Some good numbers 
to have:

• Local emergency numbers - Police, 
Ambulance

• Local embassy - There may be a normal 
work-hours phone and a separate after-
hours emergency number. Verify and have 
them both on hand.

• University emergency point of contact 
(POC) - Know who your POC is, and 
have multiple ways to reach them. I would 
suggest also having a backup if your school 
does not provide one. 

• Local hospital name and number

• Two emergency contacts back home – 
Enter the work, cell, and home numbers 
as you would dial them from overseas (i.e., 
with international prefixes).

Enter phone numbers 

into your phone as you 

would be using them in-

country, i.e., do not put 

international prefixes, 

etc. In an emergency, 

an error message is not 

what you want to hear.
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5. The Crib Sheet

An emergency numbers cheat sheet, it’s a 
brilliant, low-tech solution for carrying 
emergency contact info. 

•  Put the most relevant information on it, 
then laminate and carry it with you at all 
times.

• Including your information on the Crib 
Sheet can help emergency responders. 
Bonus tip: I translate my card into French 
just in case.

• Biographic info:

 – Name

 – Date of birth

 – Height

 – Weight

 – Eye color

 – Medical information:

 – Blood type

 – Allergies

 – Medical conditions

 – Medications you may be currently 
taking

 – Include local contact information:

 – University name and their number 

 – Emergency POC name and their 
number. I list two: The University-
appointed one and an additional/
backup POC.  

Including your 

information on 

the Crib Sheet can 

help emergency 

responders. Bonus 

tip: I translate my 

card into French 

just in case. 
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TRAVEL INS POLICY: Embassy:

INS INT’L COLLECT #:                         Hotel :

HEALTH INS POLICY: Hotel:

ICE: Hotel:

EXCHANGE:  

$                  =                  $                  =                  $                  =
CC1: CC2:

FLIGHT 1: FLIGHT 2:

Legend:
 
CC  Credit card. Make 

sure to have the 
international collect 
numbers here

ICE  In Case of Emergency

Ins   Insurance

Int’l   International

GENERAL

TravelSafer  
Crib Sheet
 
How to use the Crib sheet

1.  Download when your 

at your destination.  
2.  Print it out, cut,  

fold and laminate
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• Local embassy phone number and 
emergency after-hours number.  

• Two emergency contacts back home 

•  Name and their work, home, and cell 
phone numbers for each - just in case. 

 • *Download a fillable pdf template here

6. Cash
 
Have a plan for what you will need for 
your time abroad and the ability to get 
cash in an emergency.
 
Main cash options:

• Credit card: I highly recommend getting 
one before you travel. Double check for 
international fees (many offer cards 
without them), and let your issuer know 
that you will be traveling.

• ATM card: Best way to get cash overseas; 
again, look for a bank that doesn’t charge 
high fees for international use. I would 
also ask what the process is for getting 
a new pin if you forget/lose your code. 
My bank allows me to instantly change 
it online. Others will charge you a fee 
and then mail it to you - which is awful 
when you are low on cash. 

• TravelEx  Cash  Passport:  Pre-paid  card 
that  works  as  debit  or  credit  overseas. 
This  is  an  excellent  method  to  pay  for 
things given that it is separate your bank 
account. For example: If your ATM card

Have your main and 

backup cash options  

ready before you travel.
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Squirrel it away: 

Never carry all 

your cash options 

in one pocket. Put 

your cash in one 

pocket, credit card 

or ATM cards in 

another, and your 

passport in a third 

if possible.

is attached to your savings, someone who 
steals that ATM card would have access to 
both your checking and savings, whereas 
the TravelEx card creates a barrier 
between them, only giving access to funds 
on the card.

• Have cash with you when you leave. I 
typically take $500-$600 with me and 
change it out as needed until I verify my 
other options are working. 

• Travelers Cheques: Don’t bother, not 
worth the hassle.

• Backup options:

 – Virtual Wallets: Google Wallet, Apple 
Pay, etc. are accepted more and more 
overseas, which makes for a great 
backup option for food/groceries, 
etc., while you get cash or new credit 
cards sent to you. I link the account to 
a credit card that I will not be traveling 
with. If I’m robbed and have to cancel 
the credit card that was stolen, it won’t 
affect my ability to use the app.

 – Checks: If you establish a bank 
account locally (which you will most 
likely have to do if you’re renting an 
apartment), they may allow you to 
cash/deposit checks from your home 
bank account.

 – Wire transfer: Again, if you have a 
local bank account, you may have 
the option to move funds from your 
home account to the local account. 
Some fees may apply, so check with 
both banks.

 – Emergency options: 
PHOTO CREDIT: NEGATIVE SPACE
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Find a routine you 

enjoyed back home 

to avoid “The Dip” 

around month  

two/three. 

 – Western Union

 –  PayPal

 –  HiFX

 
How to carry money: 

• Squirrel it away: Never carry all your cash 
options in one pocket. Put your cash in 
one pocket, credit card or ATM cards in 
another, and your passport in a third if 
possible. 

• Concealment: There are several options 

 

 

for  concealing  cash  and  valuables.  I’m  a 
fan of The Travel Bra and ScotteVest.

7. The dip

At some point, you will have a psychological 
drop  while  abroad.  This  is  usually  around 
two  months  in  when  the  language  barrier 
becomes  incredibly  frustrating.  About  two 
months  into  my  year  abroad  I  LOVED 
running  into  an  American  who  would 
understand  my  jokes.  It’s  the  simple  things, 
right? So how do we avoid this dip?

• Pre-trip  preparation  can  help  reduce
stress  once  you’re  in-country.  When  you 
arrive, you’ll know where the cool things 
are  (which  will  also  score  you  major 
points  with  other  students).  Ever  give 
a  local  directions,  or  introduce  them  to 
a  hot  new  location?  Best.Feeling.Ever. 
#IhaveArrived

• Have  a  strong  support  system  of  friends
PHOTO CREDIT: GRATISOGRAPHY
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https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?s=645292&v=6311&q=311991&r=304631
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both locally and back home that you can 
commiserate with.

• Maintain a regular sleep schedule. 
Working out really helps me acclimate to 
a new country and time zone. 

• Avoid excessive alcohol use and stay away 
from illicit drugs, especially around people 
you don’t know well.

• Find something familiar that you used to 
do at home: Watch movies you enjoy, read 
a book you love, write postcards, etc. If you 
can skype with friends back home, know 
that the time difference can be a challenge, 
but it’s a definite mood-lifter. 

8. Learn the city 
during the day
 
When you first arrive, it’s always a good 
idea to learn your surroundings when it’s 
light out. Once you know your way around, 
it’s also a good idea to then do the same at 
night.  Knowing what’s normal both during 
the day and at night will immediately trigger 
your inner awareness to alert you when 
something is amiss.

Suggestions for identifying what’s normal in 
your neighborhood:

• Are there cars parked in front of your 
building at night? 

• Could someone hide behind them? 

Establish what is 

‘normal’ for your 

neighborhood.
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•  Is there anything else that could be used as 
concealment?

•  Is the front door to your building normally 
open or closed? If the doors are usually 
locked, but you find them open one night, 
this could indicate an issue and should 
ping your Spidey Sense. You’ll have to 
decide whether to enter or get help. 

• Locate alternate entrances to your building 
in case your main entrance is blocked. 

• Find a safe zone. Know how late local 
restaurants are open in case you need to 
find a crowded area at night. 

• Identify all the ways that you could get 
home. Demonstrations can easily close 
metro stops and bus lines. Be ready to find 
an alternate way home. 

• Know key phrases in the local language 
that can get you home via taxi. Directional 
vocabulary and the names of nearby 
landmarks can help a lot. Alternatively, 
carry the number of someone who speaks 
the language who can translate for you.  

• Where is the local police station? Is  
there a satellite office or kiosk you could 
get to in an emergency?

Remember, life overseas is drastically 
different than travel abroad. One of the 
biggest vulnerabilities we have abroad is 
becoming complacent; once you’ve lived in 
an area long enough; you get comfortable and 
let your guard down. Stay vigilant, especially 
after you’ve been around long enough that 

Find safe zones: 

A police station 

or kiosk, even a 

restaurant that 

stays open late. 
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you can give locals directions. Otherwise 
- now that you’ve done your research and 
put all the right safety measures in place, 
you are ready for an overseas adventure!  

Enjoy!
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